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Haryana Staff Selection Commission 

Bays No. 67-70, Sector- 2, Panchkula-134154 
(www.hssc.gov.in) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

Reference: Declaration of Result for the Group D posts in various departments against 

Advt. No. 1/2023.  

 

In continuation to the Commission’s notice regarding declaration of Group D result dated 

07.03.2024, this is for the information for the candidates that after scrutinising the various 

representations received from the candidates, some issues related to category of the 

candidates specially ESP/ESM category candidates due to inadvertent error have come to the 

notice of the Commission. The same now been rectified and the updated list of additional 

candidates against Advt. no. 01/2023 is as below: 

This is for the information of the candidates that result is in the ascending order of roll no. of 

the candidates and is not in the order of merit. The changes like category against which the 

candidate has been selected, the department/board/corporation allotted or ousting of any 

candidate from the selected category is being intimated to the respective 

department/board/corporation.  

This is further clarified that the selection of the below mentioned candidates is independent 

of their claimed socio-economic marks. 

The seniority of the candidates shall be fixed once the recruitment process against the Advt. 

No. 1/2023 is finalized. 

 

 

UR 

15401070 15427330 15812479 16428019 25449060 35322102 35404549 45211282 

45445253               

SC 

15125138 16202409 26226097 26603281 35119319 35212402     

BCA 

16304072 26557277 26728278 46004256         

BCB 

25316077 25634262 46724094           

EWS 

16106374               

UR ESM 

15106483 15902429 15926159 16008059 16031201 16140135 16203506 16412421 

16415033 16506082 16617135 16730234 35904272 45116358 46032039 46717070 

SC ESM 

16202529 16719095 25103174 36737190 46014485       

BCB ESM 

15104533               

UR ESP 

16448175               

EWS ESP 

15927170 45118429             

BCA ESP 

25818040 46507129             

BCB ESP 

16323132               
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PwD VH 

15510342 16101427 25756268 36110031         

PwD HH 

15509377 16027039 25513240 35527087 35719046 35801096 36012279   

PwD OH 

16554276 26204306 26551080 35731364 35816267 36031188     

PwD BD 

15809339 15950188 16802491 26202241 35814111 36539346 45501329 45806529 

 

 

NOTE:- 

1. The Department/Board/Corporation allocated to the candidates is provisional and is 

liable to change at the time of finalization of recruitment process for the Group D 

against Advt. No. 1/2023.  

2.  In view of CS Letter no. 42/11/2018-5HR-II dated 06.03.2024, the candidates selected 

against the ESP Category are specifically instructed that their Sports Gradation 

Certificate shall be verified by their indenting department/board/corporation from the 

Sports Department, Haryana before issuing of even their provisional appointment letter. 

Therefore, the recommendation for the candidates selected against ESP Category is 

being sent to the indenting department/board/corporation with the strong advice that 

the Sports Gradation Certificates be verified from the Sports Department, Haryana 

before issuing of even the provisional appointment letter. 

3. While due care has been taken in preparing and uploading of the result, possibility of any 

inadvertent/technical error cannot be ruled out. The Commission reserves the right to 

rectify the result in future, if required.   

4. The result is subject to the outcome of CWP No. 605/2023, 25781/2023 and other ongoing 

court cases, if any. 

5. The result is also available on the website of HSSC i.e. www.hssc.gov.in.  

6. The candidates selected as above are advised to report for joining as soon as they get an 

intimation regarding the same from the nodal authority of their allocated 

department/Board/Corporation.  

 

 

Sd/-  

Secretary 

Haryana Staff Selection Commission 

Dated:-11.03.2024 

 


